Memorial University

Fast Facts

- 300+ program options
- 19,270 students from 118 countries
- 4,037 graduate students
- 67% from Newfoundland & Labrador
- 14% from Rest of Canada
- 19% international students

Unique Programs

- MBA in Social Enterprise and Entrepreneurship unique in Canada
- Co-op program in Ocean and Naval Architectural Engineering unique in the world
- Marine Institute’s ROV Operator Program unique in Canada
- Grenfell’s Bachelor of Fine Arts (Theatre) unique in Atlantic Canada

Research

- $176M+ total sponsored research income
- 40% ocean-related research
- One of the top 20 ocean research universities in Canada

Did You Know?

- 50+ Rhodes Scholars
- Newest school: Arctic and Subarctic Studies, Happy Valley-Goose Bay
- More than 100,000 alumni

Exceptional Facilities

- Grenfell Observatory: home to N.L.’s only professional telescope
- Ship’s Bridge Simulator: North America’s largest suite of marine simulators for training, research and development
- Grenfell’s Bachelor of Fine Arts (Theatre): unique in Canada
- Ocean Sciences Centre: one of Canada’s largest marine labs
- Flume Tank: world’s largest simulated underwater testing facility for fishing gear and marine equipment
- Holyrood Marine Base: Canada’s multi-purpose cold-ocean technology hub
- World’s largest motion-capable ship’s bridge simulator
- World’s largest simulated underwater testing facility for fishing gear and marine equipment
As Newfoundland and Labrador’s only university, Memorial has a special obligation to the people of this province. Established as a memorial to those who lost their lives on active service during the First World War and subsequent conflicts, Memorial University draws inspiration from these sacrifices of the past as we help to build a better future for our province, our country and our world.